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Food brings us together, is part of 
our culture and tells our story. But 
not every story is being told...Join 
Jonathan Legg on his mission to 
understand the world’s most 
underappreciated and unknown 
cuisines.  

Why they haven’t captured global 
imagination? Is there something 
fundamentally wrong, or it is just the 
case that they haven’t been marketed 
properly?   

Jonathan travels across continents 
on a journey that is full of pleasant 
surprises, dangerous mishaps, and 
stunning locations. He is on a quest 
to uncover Food Unknown. 

 



 

 

 Episodic Synopsis 
 

Episode 1. Ireland - Jonathan Legg is on a quest to track down the tale of the decline and resurgence of 
Irish whiskey. With a top notch touring bike, he'll scour the Irish countryside tracking down the story, with 
many adventures along the way.  

Episode 2. Finland - Finland has some of the cleanest water and purest ingredients found on the planet. 
Yet the cuisine has not capitalized on this bounty, why is that?  

Episode 3. Russia - The largest country on the planet has not much to offer in the culinary spectrum, to 
this day. Jonathan Legg learns of the fabled Russian oven and finds out how the demise of the home-
oven, paired with a tumultuous history has wreaked havoc on Russian cuisine.  

Episode 4. Serbia - The Balkans are slowly emerging as a tourism hotspot, yet Serbia still remains relatively 
unknown and unexplored. Does the cuisine offer something that will cause the world to take notice? 
Jonathan Legg explores the country to find out.  

Episode 5. Uzbekistan - Not really considered as a destination on most traveler's list; is it the same story 
with the cuisine? Can Jonathan Legg find a hidden gem in this agricultural wonderland?  

Episode 6. Philippines -  The nation of 7,000 islands has no problems with beach, sun, or sea; but 
they suffer tremendously with cuisine image.  Jonathan lands in Manila to discover the top chefs 
are well aware of the issue and, following their advice, he launches off on an expedition to find 
part of the solution 

Episode 7. Caribbean - Home of the all inclusive resorts, Caribbean has been alluring travelers with idyllic 
beaches and cocktails. But is there a cuisine that is homegrown authentic and something the world can 
take notice?  

Episode 8. Nepal - Nepal faces a tough challenge with its cuisine. With nearby India and China drawing 
all accolades for cuisine, Nepali food has yet to make its mark. Jonathan Legg travels the Himalayan 
kingdom, drawing inspiration from the city to the mountainous passes, to come up with a dish that he 
feels would elevate Nepal as a global contender.  

 


